creating long-term value

strategic direction
2012-2016

Our MissiOn
to create long-term value for our shareholder,
benefitting our customers and the
communities we serve

Our OrganizatiOnal Values
teamwork, integrity, excellence and Service

Our VisiOn
Hydro ottawa — a leading, trusted, integrated
utility services company
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1. overview of
strategic direction
1.1 intrOductiOn

Hydro ottawa’s 2012-2016 Strategic Direction presents a comprehensive
overview of our business strategy and financial projections for the next five
years. it builds on our strengths and achievements, and responds to a changing
business environment that presents both challenges and opportunities for the
Hydro ottawa group of companies (Hydro ottawa).

Since its creation in november 2000
through the amalgamation of five
local electric utilities, Hydro ottawa
has become one of ontario’s leading
utility companies — in terms of service
delivery, financial performance and
environmental leadership. in 2008, we
STRATEGIC PLAN PROJECTIONS

set out financial targets for the five-

NORMALIZED NET INCOME

year period 2008-2012. the company
has surpassed expectations in each of
the first four years of that plan, with
normalized net income exceeding
projections by 24 percent, dividends
NET INCOME VS. PLAN > $ MILLIONS

40 percent higher than target, and
shareholder value growing by more
than $135 million.

24%

amount normalized net income has exceeded projections over the first
four years of the 2008-2012 Strategic Direction and Financial Outlook
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Hydro ottawa has also been recognized as a leader by our
peers and other third parties, with recognition including
the electricity Distributors association customer Service
excellence award in 2012, the united Way community Builder
award in 2011, one of canada’s 50 greenest employers for
two years in a row in 2011 and 2012, one of the National
Capital Region’s Top 25 Employers for four consecutive
years from 2009 to 2012, and one of the 50 Most Engaged
Workplaces in Canada for the second year in a row in 2011.
this solid performance is a testament to the commitment
to excellence that Hydro ottawa employees bring to their
work every day.
We are proud of what we have achieved as a company. at
the same time, we believe that a refreshed strategic direction
is essential if we are to be a successful utility of tomorrow. as
outlined in the pages that follow, our business environment is
changing, and we must change with it.
to ensure Hydro ottawa’s continued success and
sustainability in the years ahead, the Board and management
engaged in a long-term strategic planning process in 2011.
this process involved reviewing the company’s strategic
direction and performance over the period of the preceding
strategic plan, identifying emerging trends, issues and
opportunities in our business environment, and assessing the
organization’s capability to deliver longer-term results.
the outcome is a refreshed and realigned strategic plan that
will ensure that the company not only survives but thrives
over the next five years.

1.2 strategy
our mission as we move forward into our future remains the
same — to deliver value, both as a community asset delivering
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essential services to ottawa residents,

strategic business growth within our

and as the city of ottawa’s single

core areas of strength.

biggest investment.

taken as a whole, we believe this

With that mission in mind, our goal over

strategy for the company’s future

the next five years is two-fold:

presents a balanced program for solid

>> to>continue>to>effectively>fulfil>our>core>
mandate>to>provide>a>safe,>reliable,>
affordable>and>sustainable>supply>of>
electricity>to>the>over>305,000>homes>
and>businesses>in>our>City>that>rely>upon>
it>every>day;>and>
>> to>move>the>company>from>good>to>great,>
leveraging>our>position>as>a>leading>and>
trusted>service>provider>to>become>one>
of>Canada’s>most>successful>integrated>
utilities>of>tomorrow.>

financial and operating performance,
coupled with sustainable and profitable
business growth. We are proud that in
pursuing these goals, we will continue to
contribute to the city of ottawa’s own
objective of financial sustainability, while
ensuring for our community a more
sustainable energy future.

1.3 FOur strategic ObjectiVes
to achieve these goals, Hydro ottawa’s
strategy is to put the customer at the
centre of everything we do. understanding
and responding to the customer’s needs
and expectations — for service quality,
cleaner energy, and greater control over
the management of energy costs — will be
key to Hydro ottawa’s continued success
in an evolving landscape. the customer
value we provide ‘up to and beyond
the meter’ will drive all critical areas of
performance — our financial strength and
business growth, our operational efficiency
and effectiveness, and our contributions to
the well being of our community.

Hydro ottawa has achieved good results
by focusing on four critical areas of
performance — our four Key areas of
Focus. in each of these areas, we have
set one overarching objective:
>> Customer>Value:>>
We>will>deliver>value>across>the>>
entire>customer>experience;
>> FinanCial>strength:>
We>will>create>sustainable>growth>in>>
our>business>and>our>earnings;
>> organizational>eFFeCtiVeness:>
We>will>achieve>performance>>
excellence;>and
>> Corporate>Citizenship:>
We>will>contribute>to>the>well>being>>
of>the>community.

to enhance our ability to respond to

these four areas of focus will continue

customer needs and expectations, and

to guide our activities throughout the

ensure long-term financial sustainability,

current plan, but one, customer value,

Hydro ottawa will maintain a focus on

takes on central importance.
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Delivering
essential
services
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2. our business
Hydro ottawa Holding inc. (HoHi) was created in november 2000
following the amalgamation of the municipalities of the former region of
ottawa-carleton and the restructuring of the ontario electricity sector as
a result of the Electricity Act, 1998. this act required all hydro utilities to
operate as business corporations.

HoHi is a for-profit company that is

and serves over 305,000 residential

wholly owned by the city of ottawa, and

and commercial customers across a

governed by an independent Board of

service area of 1,104 square kilometres.

Directors appointed by its shareholder.

as a condition of its distribution licence,

the company’s core businesses are

the company is required to meet

electricity distribution, renewable energy

conservation and demand management

generation and related services. HoHi

targets established by the ontario

owns and operates two subsidiary

energy Board (oeB).

companies.

Hydro ottawa limited receives power

hydro>ottawa>limited

from the provincial electricity grid

Hydro ottawa limited is a regulated

and transports it across a distribution

electricity distribution company

network comprising 85 distribution

operating in the city of ottawa and

stations, 2,700 kilometres of

the village of casselman. as the third

underground cable, 2,900 kilometres

largest municipally-owned electrical

of overhead lines, 43,000 transformers

utility in ontario, Hydro ottawa limited

and 48,400 hydro poles.

maintains one of the safest, most
reliable and cost-effective electricity

the company’s customer base grows

distribution systems in the province,

by an average of 1 percent per year.
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energy>ottawa>inc.>(energy>ottawa)
a generator of renewable energy
and provider of commercial energy
management services, energy ottawa is
the largest municipally-owned producer
of green power in ontario.
its run of the river hydroelectric
facilities at chaudière Falls in the city’s
core produce on average more than
125,000 megawatt-hours (mWh) of
ecologo certified green power and
are under a 20-year power purchase
agreement with the ontario Power
authority (rates are guaranteed and
include annual inflation protection
until 2030). in addition, the trail road
landfill gas-to-energy plant, Powertrail
inc., a joint venture 60 percent owned
by energy ottawa, converts millions of
tonnes of previously flared-off methane
gas into renewable energy. as of 2012,
construction is underway on a second
jointly-owned landfill gas-to-energy plant
in eastern ontario, which is scheduled to
begin production early in 2013.
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>> largest>electricity>distributor>>

in>eastern>ontario
>> third>largest>municipally-owned>

electricity>distributor>in>ontario

>> 85>distribution>stations
>> 2,700>kilometres>of>>

underground>cable
>> 2,900>kilometres>of>overhead>lines

>> more>than>305,000>customers

>> 43,000>transformers

>> more>than>600>employees

>> 48,400>poles

>> service>area>of>>

>> Capital>investment>of>>

1,104>square>kilometers

>> ottawa’s>largest>producer>>

of>green>power

$100m>per>year

>> energy>services>saved>the>City>of>

ottawa>$5.75>million>over>five>years
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understanding
the changing
business
environment
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3. strategic context
at Hydro ottawa, we believe that the successful utilities of tomorrow will
continue to be those that are able to anticipate and meet the needs of their
customers and other stakeholders, and respond to the requirements of a
changing business environment.

this section of the Strategic Direction

integration of the customer in laying

outlines some of the most significant

the foundation for a distributed

trends in our business environment,

generation system.

which help shape the strategy
that follows.

the central place now occupied by the
customer represents the true change

3.1 the custOMer: the heart
OF tOMOrrOw’s utilities

in the fundamentals of the utilities

the stage has been set in ontario for

just consumers of electricity, but also

the utility of tomorrow — customer-

generators of electricity and managers

centric, responsive, and a single

of energy conservation.

point of contact for its customers’
electricity requirements.

business. customers are no longer

Hydro ottawa recognizes this centrality
of the customer as the key driver of its

the emergence of the integrated utility

strategy over the next five years. the

is the outcome of strategic shifts in the

customer value we provide “up to and

energy sector in ontario during the last

beyond the meter” will drive our financial

five years: the emphasis on conservation;

strength and business growth, our

investments in green energy; a province-

operational efficiency and effectiveness,

wide roll-out of smart meters; the

and our contributions to the well being

beginnings of a smart grid; and the

of our community.
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3.1.1 driVing custOMer Value
the new value proposition to the
customer will be driven by a strategic
emphasis on the following.

investments>in>infrastructure
a conference Board of canada study
estimates that utilities across ontario
must invest $21 billion over the next
20 years for the replacement and
refurbishment of aging infrastructure, and
to facilitate smart grid developments.
in ottawa, where two-thirds of the
infrastructure is more than 25 years
old, improvements to the distribution
system must also consider the projected
growth in population and substantial
investments in municipal infrastructure,
including public transit.
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as the customer’s place within the

3.2 technOlOgy inVestMents —
need FOr ecOnOMies OF
scale and scOpe

electricity system evolves, successful

While foundational pieces of the smart

utilities will be those that recognize that

grid infrastructure have been put in

customers are not all the same, and

place, utilities will still need to make

adapt and tailor their service delivery

substantial investments in technology.

to the specific needs of individual

operational, administrative, and

customers, leveraging technology to

customer-facing technologies are

enhance the customer experience.

converging, dramatically increasing the

Customer>segmentation>>
and>Communication

research shows that all customers —
residential, small commercial, industrial,
institutional — will look for ways to
reduce the impact of rising rates,
which are seen as inevitable, given the
scale of capital investments needed to
modernize decades-old infrastructure.
across the world, customers perceive
their local utilities as the preferred

flow of information and the ability to
respond to it. From advanced metering
at the customer’s home, to intelligent
system controls based on real-time
information, to more dynamic customer
care and back-office support, and
back to the energy user through web
interfaces and web applications that put
information and control in the hands of

partner in value-added services
beyond the meter.
tomorrow’s leading utilities must not
only meet customers’ expectations
for innovative tools and information
to help them manage rising energy
costs, but also recognize the business
opportunities that arise from this
expectation, and respond in ways that
benefit customers, shareholders, and
the environment.
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the customer, modern utility service is
built upon increasingly sophisticated
and interlinking systems.
technological advancement brings
efficiencies, but also requires significant
investments. going it alone may no
longer be a feasible option for many
utilities. in this regard, a recent position
paper of ontario’s electricity Distributors
association highlights how crucial it will
be to achieve economies of scale and
economies of scope.

3.3 eVOlutiOn OF the pOlicy
and regulatOry enVirOnMent
containing rising rates for consumers
while at the same time facilitating
infrastructure and technology
investments is the key challenge facing
regulators. an option that may be
considered is a regulatory framework
that recognizes interdependencies in
the system and encourages achieving
greater efficiency in the sector through
economies of scale and scope, and more
integrated utility services.
Fiscal pressures faced by the Province
of ontario have now prompted a
rationalization of the regulatory
framework, including a reduction in the
number of regulatory agencies.
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in parallel, initiatives such as the

restrictive aspects of the ontario

ministry of energy’s Ontario Distribution

energy Board act would afford utilities

Sector Review Panel and the ontario

opportunities (and imperatives) to

energy Board’s consultations for the

achieve higher back-office efficiencies,

development of a Renewed Regulatory

develop additional revenue streams,

Framework for Electricity could pave the

and provide seamless energy-related

way for benefits to ratepayers through

offerings to customers.

economies of scale, greater efficiency

certain signals in recent years, such

across entire regions and service areas,

as transferring conservation and

consolidation and integration.

Demand management mandates to

Fiscal pressure in ontario may induce a

local Distribution companies (lDcs),

change in policy vis-à-vis municipally-

or allowing lDcs to own and operate

owned utilities, which could be required
to maintain standards of customer
service, reliability, technological
conformance and financial viability

generation plants of up to 10 mW
capacity, appear to reinforce a trend
towards the integration of generation,
distribution, and energy management.

with less Provincial and regulatory

there is also a distinct prospect of

support. in such a scenario, a relaxation

regulatory encouragement of greater

or elimination of some of the more

collaboration, cooperation and, if
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necessary, consolidation of lDcs. the
downward trend in utilities’ distribution
revenue, as a result of conservation,
could also provide some impetus to
this movement.
these areas of policy and regulation
are evolving. the speed of this change
and the direction it takes will have a
significant impact on Hydro ottawa’s
business strategy and success. the
organization is well positioned to
provide services to smaller utilities, or
contemplate mergers and acquisitions.
Put simply, Hydro ottawa stands ready
to embrace this new future.

eligible retireMents: 2012-2021
>> 42.3>percent>of>the>total>employee>population
>> 50.4>percent>of>the>trades>and>technical>>

employee>population

3.4 strengthening
cOre cOMpetencies —
wOrkFOrce planning
utilities across canada are facing
challenges in replacing and renewing
their aging workforce, while ensuring
operational capacity and continuity.
Forecasting talent demands,
anticipating supply gaps, expanding and
strengthening apprenticeship, internship
and succession planning programs,
will all be crucial in maintaining
organizational effectiveness. Sustaining
the success achieved so far by Hydro
ottawa with its strategic workforce

lOss OF labOur FOrce
experience 2012-2021
>> 6,216>years>of>experience>are>eligible>for>

retirement,>including>3,544>years>of>service>>
in>trades>and>technical>jobs
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planning will need to be an area

competencies and translate them into

of focus for the organization.

revenue-earning propositions for diverse

at the same time, workforce
planning and the related training and
development strategies may offer Hydro
ottawa another business opportunity,
providing services to smaller utilities that
may have greater difficulty renewing
their aging workforce.

3.5 changing and
enhancing Value streaMs
the core competencies and value

customers. these customers may
include not only users of electricity but
also other utilities, even non-electrical
utilities, who will be on the lookout
for expertise in a range of business
activities and processes, including
project management; workforce
planning; training and development;
billing and collection activities; asset
planning and management; system
hosting and sharing.

streams of integrated utilities will

Hydro ottawa is positioned to

remain unchanged:

achieve excellence not only in its core

>> generation:>

competencies but also to scale up and

expand>renewable>generation>>

monetize the cutting-edge expertise it

capacity.>pursue>distributed>>

has achieved in a number of areas.

generation,>co-generation>and>>
district>energy>opportunities.
>> Distribution:>
examine>opportunities>to>expand>service>
territory>through>mergers>or>acquisitions.
>> energy>management:>
take>on>a>range>of>roles>as>conservation>
and>energy>management>become>
pervasive.>offer>specialized>services>>
to>other>utilities>in>transitioning>to>the>
smart>grid>and>adapting>to>the>new>
energy>landscape.

the value streams of the future will
derive from utilities’ capacity to capture
their expertise in each of these core
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ensuring
a more
sustainable
energy
future
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4. strategic direction
4.1 Our MissiOn

to create long-term value for our shareholder, benefitting our
customers and the communities we serve.

Hydro ottawa is both a community

abiding by professional standards

asset and an investment for our

of conduct. We are guided not only

shareholder, the city of ottawa. as a

by legal obligations, but also by best

community asset, our purpose is to

governance and business practices, and

continue to provide effective, efficient

standards established by independent

and reliable services to our customers,

agencies. these expectations provide

and to continue to be a strong strategic
partner with the city, helping to
deliver on its economic development
and environmental agendas. as an
investment, our purpose is to provide
stable, reliable and growing returns,
and to increase shareholder value both

the foundation for our commitments to
all of our stakeholders, and are reflected
in our organizational values, our
Code of Business Conduct, and our
operating policies and procedures.

in the short and long-term.

4.2.1 Our OrganizatiOnal
Values

4.2 Our guiding principles

at Hydro ottawa we are committed

Hydro ottawa is committed to creating

to an organizational environment

long-term value in a manner that will

that fosters and demonstrates ethical

withstand the test of public scrutiny

business conduct at all levels and reflects

and inspire confidence and trust. to

our shared values of teamwork, integrity,

that end, we strive to achieve excellent

excellence and service. every employee

operating and financial results while

must lead by example in this endeavour.
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4.2.2 Our cOMMitMents
tO Our stakehOlders
Hydro ottawa takes into account the
interests of all our stakeholders including
employees, customers, suppliers, and the
communities and environment in which
we operate.

employees
the quality of our workforce is
our strength and we will strive to
hire and retain the best-qualified
people available and maximize
their opportunities for success.
We are committed to maintaining
a safe, secure and healthy work
environment enriched by diversity and
characterized by open communication,
trust, and fair treatment.

Customers
our continued success depends on the
quality of our customer interactions,
and we are committed to delivering
value across the entire customer
experience. We are honest and fair in
our relationships with our customers,
and provide reliable, responsive and
innovative products and services in
compliance with legislated rights and
standards for access, safety, health and
environmental protection.
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suppliers>and>Contractors
We are honest and fair in our
relationships with our suppliers and
contractors and purchase equipment,

live and do business. We are sensitive to
the community’s needs, and dedicated
to protecting and preserving the
environment where we operate.

merit. We pay suppliers and contractors

shareholder>and>other>>
suppliers>of>Finance

in accordance with agreed terms,

We are financially accountable to our

encourage them to adopt responsible

shareholder and to the institutions

business practices, and require them

that underwrite our operations, and

to adhere to our health, safety and

communicate to them all matters

environment standards when working

material to the organization. We protect

for Hydro ottawa.

our shareholder’s funds, and manage

Community>and>the>environment

risks effectively. We communicate to

supplies and services on the basis of

We are committed to being a
responsible corporate citizen and will
contribute to making the communities

our shareholder all matters that are
material to an understanding of our
corporate governance.

in which we operate better places to
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4.3 Our VisiOn and strategy
4.3.1 Our VisiOn
Hydro ottawa — a leading, trusted,
integrated utility services company.
Hydro ottawa’s vision is to be a
leading and trusted integrated utility
services company. this vision is built
upon the objectives that were set out
for the company at its inception — to
increase the value of the company for
its shareholder, to deliver efficient and
effective service to our customers, and
to grow competitive businesses that
maximize the value of our existing assets
and core competencies.
Hydro ottawa has worked steadily
towards these objectives since its
creation in november 2000. today,
the company is a recognized leader in
each of its core businesses, has grown
significantly in value, and has delivered
solid financial returns for several
consecutive years.
the goal of Hydro ottawa’s five-year
Strategic Direction is to move the
company from good to great, leveraging
our position as a leading and trusted
service provider to become one of
canada’s most successful integrated
utilities of tomorrow.
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leading
For Hydro ottawa, leading means

strength and ability to deliver on our
mandate, coupled with a commitment

consistently being among the top

to transparency, accountability, and the

performers in the business, in every

well-being of our community.

critical area of our operations; and being

integrated

regarded as a credible and trusted voice
in our industry, helping to shape policy,
regulatory and operational responses to
the critical issues of the day.

While yesterday’s most
successful utilities were vertically
integrated — providing generation,
transmission and distribution services —

as our industry evolves in response

a new model of integrated utility is

to customer needs and technological

emerging based on a well-connected

and policy change, our goal is to

value chain in ‘close to the customer’

ensure Hydro ottawa continues to be a

utility services. these horizontally

leader in this shifting strategic context,

integrated utilities are leveraging the

becoming one of the most successful

synergies between utility functions to

utility companies in canada.

deliver efficiencies to customers, and

trusted

value to shareholders.

trust is fundamental to Hydro ottawa’s

the distribution of utility commodities

success — a continuing belief among our

is similar, whether the commodity

stakeholders that we will deliver on our

is electricity, water, or heat. the skill

mission, reliably, in a transparent and

sets employed to develop renewable

accountable fashion.

energy facilities and install electrical

We are a company with very deep

infrastructure can be applied to other

roots in our community, established

energy systems, such as district energy

over more than 100 years of service,

and distributed generation.

and we continue to be recognized as a
service leader, receiving the electricity
Distributors association’s Customer
Service Excellence Award in 2011.

Hydro ottawa’s strategic vision involves
realizing synergies and economies of
scale in ‘close to the customer’ utility
services, to create additional value for

in the years to come, we will continue

the company’s shareholder, and savings

to demonstrate that we have the

and enhanced service to customers.
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4.3.2 Our strategy
the essence of Hydro ottawa’s strategy
is to put the customer at the centre of
everything we do. understanding and
responding to the customer’s needs and
expectations — for service quality, cleaner
energy, and greater control over the
management of energy costs — will be
key to Hydro ottawa’s continued success
in an evolving landscape. the customer
value we provide ‘up to and beyond
the meter’ will drive all critical areas of
performance — our financial strength and
business growth, our operational efficiency
and effectiveness, and our contributions to
the well being of our community.
this means reorienting our business
around the customer, focusing our
efforts on enhancing the customer

22
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experience. it means viewing our

to achieve our strategy, the plan is

business from the customer point

structured around four critical areas of

of view to understand customer

performance that have driven our success

perceptions and requirements,

to date — our four Key areas of Focus.

simplifying and improving interactions

these four areas of focus will continue

to make it easier to do business with

to guide our activities throughout the

us, and introducing new and innovative

current plan, but one, customer value,

solutions to meet customer needs.

takes on central importance.

to enhance our ability to respond to
customer needs and expectations, and
ensure long-term financial sustainability,
Hydro ottawa will also maintain a focus
on strategic business growth within
our core areas of strength. our growth
agenda involves three basic components:
>> achieving>economies>of>scale>by>
expanding>our>electricity>distribution>
business>beyond>its>current>service>
territory,>and>leveraging>our>core>systems>
to>support>other>utility>services;>
>> increasing>the>supply>of>clean>energy>
for>customers>and>earnings>for>our>
shareholder>by>expanding>our>renewable>
generation;>and>
>> bringing>innovative>solutions>to>>
energy-conscious>consumers>and>
businesses,>while>meeting>mandatory>
conservation>targets>set>by>the>province>
of>ontario,>by>growing>our>energy>
management>expertise.

www.hydroottawa.com
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4.4 deliVering On Our VisiOn — FOur key areas OF FOcus

FINANCIAL
STRENGTH

ORGANIZATIONAL
EFFECTIVENESS

CUSTOMER
VALUE

CORPORATE
CITIZENSHIP
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custOMer Value

Strategic objective
We will deliver value across the entire customer experience
>> by>providing>reliable,>responsive>and>innovative>services>at>competitive>rates

Financial strength

Strategic objective
We will create sustainable growth in our business and our earnings
>> by>improving>productivity>and>pursuing>business>growth>opportunities>that>

leverage>our>strengths>—>our>core>capabilities,>our>assets>and>our>people

OrganizatiOnal eFFectiVeness

Strategic objective
We will achieve performance excellence
>> by>cultivating>a>culture>of>innovation>and>continuous>improvement

cOrpOrate citizenship

Strategic objective
We will contribute to the well-being of the community
>> by>acting>at>all>times>as>a>responsible>and>engaged>corporate>citizen
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4.4.1 custOMer Value
as a company that provides an
essential service to the public, nothing
is more critical to Hydro ottawa’s
success than the ability to deliver value
to our customers.
the fundamentals of customer value in
the electricity business are quality and
cost — delivering a reliable service, while
operating efficiently and effectively to
keep rates competitive. Hydro ottawa is
consistently among the top performers
in ontario in both these areas.
But the customer’s place within the
electricity system is also evolving.
customers are no longer just consumers
of electricity, but also generators of
electricity and managers of energy
conservation, thereby making them
integral and active participants in the
management of our electricity system.
Furthermore, the transformation
and empowerment of the canadian
consumer in general has been growing
steadily over the past decade, with more
than 80 percent of canadians over the
age of 16 now connected to the internet
and the large amount of information
it puts in their hands. consequently,
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consumers are becoming increasingly
informed and enabled — and they want

our approach will include:
>> a>focus>on>detailed>customer>knowledge>

the highest quality of tailored service

to>guide>us>in>understanding,>anticipating>

they can get. the traditional monopolistic

and>responding>to>customer>needs;

service offering is no longer sufficient

>> the>revision>of>our>conditions>of>

and will need to evolve to support the

service>—>our>operating>practices,>levels>

unique needs of our customers.

of>service>and>connection>policies>—>to>be>
more>customer-centric;>and

as more and more of our customers
embrace technology and mobile

>> effective>and>innovative>use>of>
technology>and>communication>to>

devices — from smartphones to iPads

enhance>the>customer>experience,>and>

and whatever new product tomorrow

provide>solutions>to>help>customers>

will bring — they are necessarily going

conserve>energy>and>manage>costs.>

to become that much more empowered
and have even higher expectations of
Hydro ottawa.

talent management strategies will
likewise shift to support the organization
in becoming a leader in customer

our objective is to meet or exceed their

satisfaction, including enhanced training

diverse needs and requirements by

for all Hydro ottawa employees to

delivering the greatest possible value

support them as ambassadors for

across the entire customer experience.

our company, our brand, our
expectations, and our commitments

to achieve this, Hydro ottawa will focus

to all our stakeholders.

on service quality and responsiveness,
assisting our customers in managing their

moreover, Hydro ottawa will continue

energy consumption and electricity costs,

to make significant investments to

and maintaining overall system reliability.

maintain and enhance the reliability of
our distribution infrastructure, and will
undertake to develop and implement
a Smart grid roadmap — our grid
transformation action Plan — to enhance
system operations and our relationship
with our customers.
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4.4.2 Financial strength
Hydro ottawa has achieved strong
financial results over the past several
years, surpassing the financial targets
set out in our previous five-year plan
by a substantial margin. our objective
over the next five years is to continue
this trend of solid financial performance,
while creating sustainable growth in our
business and our earnings.
the financial targets set out in the
Financial outlook section of this
document significantly exceed those
set out in the previous plan. they are
aggressive but achievable targets.
While delivering on this five-year plan,
we also want to build a foundation for
further growth and value-creation in
the future.
as with all other elements of this
five-year strategy, Hydro ottawa’s plan
for financial strength is based on our
strategic focus on the customer. meeting
the customer’s needs — for efficient
service, cleaner energy, and greater
control over energy costs — is not only
good service, it is also good business.
continuing to be a leader in these areas
is the key to Hydro ottawa’s continued
financial success.
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our ability to meet customer needs

financial footing for the next few years.

can be enhanced through strategic

this will allow Hydro ottawa to make

growth. economies of scale can be

important investments in our distribution

achieved by expanding our electricity

system to maintain reliable service for

distribution business beyond its

the future, without compromising the

current service territory and leveraging

company’s financial strength.

our core systems to support other
utility services. expanding renewable
generation increases the supply of clean
energy for customers and earnings for
our shareholder. growing our energy
management expertise will allow us to
bring innovative solutions to energyconscious consumers and businesses
while meeting mandatory conservation
targets set by the province of ontario.

at the same time, revenue growth
under the current regulatory model
is modest, and this is projected to
continue throughout the term of the
current plan. in order to successfully
manage the challenges of aging
infrastructure and high retirement
rates in the skilled trades, which
require investments in new equipment
and apprenticeship programs, Hydro

as such, Hydro ottawa will maintain a

ottawa will need to maintain its focus

focus on strategic growth within our

on cost containment and productivity

core areas of strength.

improvement. these strategies have

electricity>Distribution
For more than 100 years, Hydro ottawa

been an essential part of Hydro
ottawa’s healthy financial performance
over the past several years.

and its predecessor companies have
delivered a reliable supply of electricity to
ottawa homes and businesses. that core
service is the bedrock of our success, and
will continue to be the dominant element
of our business operations.

another important factor is customer
growth, since electricity distribution
involves significant economies of
scale. Some customer growth occurs
organically as development occurs
within Hydro ottawa’s service territory,

the approval of the company’s 2012

with the company’s customer base

electricity Distribution rate application

growing by approximately 1 percent

puts these operations on a stable

year. more significant growth could
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occur through the amalgamation of
Hydro one customers within the city
of ottawa boundaries, or through
consolidation with other local electricity
distribution companies. Hydro ottawa
will continue to examine opportunities
to expand our service territory through
mergers or acquisitions where there
is a clear benefit to our customers
and our shareholder.
Both the rate regulation model within
the province, and the potential for
further consolidation within the
electricity distribution sector, are
currently under review at the provincial
level. the outcomes of these reviews
may present opportunities for Hydro
ottawa. as a service leader, and one
chaudière Falls ring Dam

of the largest and most efficient local
electrical utilities in the province, Hydro
ottawa is well-positioned to respond.

renewable>energy
Hydro ottawa is a leader in renewable
energy generation. With its ecologo iii
certified run-of-the-river hydroelectric
facilities at chaudière Falls on the
ottawa river, and the trail road landfill
gas-to-energy plant, the company is
the largest producer of green energy
in eastern ontario.
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Significant investments were
made in refurbishing and
expanding the chaudière
facilities beginning in
2000-2001, and they have
produced consistent revenue
and growing returns since
that time. a new long-term
pricing agreement was
negotiated for the output
from these facilities in 2010,
ensuring consistent pricing
for 20 years, with no risk
from electricity spot market
price volatility.
given the company’s
expertise and track-record with this type

ontario local Distribution companies
Source: Electricity Distributors Association

of project, Hydro ottawa continues to
examine opportunities to expand its
hydroelectric generation capacity. under

five years, and is providing growing

the right circumstances, including stable

production and revenues, along with

revenues from long-term power purchase

the environmental benefits of producing

agreements with guaranteed pricing,

clean energy from previously flared-off

strategic growth of this nature could occur

landfill gas. in 2012, the Powertrail facility

within the time frame of the current plan.

was expanded through the addition of a
sixth engine. the new facility at moose

in addition to its waterpower assets,
Hydro ottawa is the majority owner of
a landfill gas-to-energy plant at trail

creek, which is also a joint-venture
partnership, is expected to be in full
operation in early 2013.

road, with another similar plant under
construction at moose creek. this

Solar power, distributed generation,

technology has matured in the past

co-generation, and district energy
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opportunities also remain a focus for
future growth. in particular, agreements
are in place with the city of ottawa
to install solar panels on 20 municipal
buildings, and a 12 megawatt groundmounted solar facility at the former
nepean landfill. it is expected that
within the time frame of the current
plan, upgrades will be completed to the
provincial transmission system that will
enable these projects to move forward.

energy>management>>
and>Conservation
Hydro ottawa has also been a leader in
energy management and conservation,
creating innovative conservation
energy ottawa’s
commercial electricity
management dashboard

programs that have now been adopted
province-wide, and operating a growing
commercial energy management
service business.
conservation and energy management
have become more pervasive in Hydro
ottawa’s operations and culture in
recent years. they are now part of our
everyday interaction with customers.
our focus for the next five years will
be two-fold: to meet and exceed
the aggressive conservation targets
mandated by the province of ontario,
by providing innovative and userfriendly conservation options to
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our customers; and continuing to

the opportunity to interact even more

be a leader in commercial energy-

closely with our customers to help them

management services, helping

manage their bills.

businesses and institutions to enhance
their financial and environmental
performance while generating returns
for our shareholder.

at the same time, and separate from
these conservation programs and
targets, Hydro ottawa continues to
expand its leading commercial energy

Beginning in 2011, Hydro ottawa, like

services business, helping companies

all utilities in ontario, is mandated to

and institutions to reduce their energy

meet aggressive multi-year targets for

costs. revenues from this business line

reduced energy consumption through

are projected to grow throughout the

conservation programs, as a condition

period of this plan, based on recognized

of our electricity distribution license.

expertise in a broad range of services,

the first round of targets must be

from opportunity analysis to design

achieved by 2014, and Hydro ottawa

and implementation of “turnkey”

is investing significant resources to do

energy efficiency projects. our “energy

just that. utilities that meet and exceed

Dashboard” service, being launched in

their targets will benefit from financial

2012, will provide monitoring, display

incentives. in the process, we have

and reporting of water, gas and
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electricity usage for large commercial
buildings, assisting customers in their
conservation efforts.
as part of this business line, our energy
Services team continues to be the
city of ottawa’s preferred partner
for energy management initiatives,
with numerous energy cost reduction
projects planned and under way in
facilities ranging from oc transpo
buildings to waste-water plants.

integrated>utility>services
achieving economies of scale is a
common business strategy. and it is
perhaps especially relevant to modern
utilities. 21st century utilities require
sophisticated and expensive systems
for customer service management,
billing and collections, and the safe
and efficient operation of increasingly
“smart” distribution networks. these
systems may be out of reach for
smaller utilities.
the core capabilities of electricity
distributors are also very similar to those
required to provide other utility services,
from street lighting to water and
wastewater. By leveraging assets and
expertise to provide similar products and
services, utilities can create synergies
that deliver savings to ratepayers, and
additional value to shareholders.
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over the term of this Strategic

We have established an integrated health,

Direction, Hydro ottawa will proactively

safety and environment management

seek opportunities to partner with

system (HSe) that has achieved

municipalities and other utilities in

and maintained certification to the

service delivery.

international standards of occupational

4.4.3 OrganizatiOnal
eFFectiVeness

Health and Safety assessment Series
(oHSaS) 18001 and international
organization for Standardization (iSo)

Performance excellence. these two

14001 since november 2007; we provide

simple words convey Hydro ottawa’s

safe work practices training for all

objective in the area of organizational
effectiveness. our aim is to sustain
a high performance workforce
and operations that deliver everimproving value to our customers and

employees consistent with industry best
practices; and our company’s safety
performance has been solid over the
past several years.

stakeholders, and ensure our company’s

Health and Safety will continue to

success and sustainability.

be a primary focus for the company

We will do this by cultivating a culture of
innovation and continuous improvement,

throughout the period of this
Strategic Direction.

and focusing on three outcomes in
particular: a safe and healthy work
environment; an engaged, aligned and
prepared workforce; and efficient and
effective operations that enhance the
customer experience.

health>and>safety
a fundamental component of Hydro
ottawa’s commitment to operating
efficiently and effectively is the very
high priority we place on protecting the
health and safety of our employees and
our community.
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Workforce>Capacity>and>Capability
recruiting, developing and retaining
highly skilled employees is crucial to
Hydro ottawa’s continued success.
like many other companies and
utilities, Hydro ottawa faces challenging
workforce demographics that require
a concerted response.
Hydro ottawa stands to lose
approximately 25 percent of our
employees to retirement by 2017. in
the next 10 years, more than half of
the existing trades and technical talent
within the company will be eligible
for retirement.
to ensure success, we must not only
recruit replacements for retiring
workers, but also plan for and facilitate
an effective transfer of knowledge and
skills from our veteran workforce to the
next generation.
our comprehensive talent management
strategy includes initiatives such as
strategic workforce planning, in-house
apprenticeship and intern programs,
succession planning, training and
development, reward and recognition,
and employee and retiree engagement.
this strategy will help to ensure
operational capacity and continuity,
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including the capability of our workforce

improvement targets, focusing

to build and sustain relationships with

on maximizing the efficiency and

our customers; innovate and transition

effectiveness of our operations

to new technologies; develop new

by reducing waste and optimizing

products, services and work processes;

productivity at every opportunity.

and meet changing business and

We have also continued to leverage

regulatory demands.

new technologies to allow us to identify

operational>performance>>
and>productivity

and respond to problems in our

as we prepare for a future of smart

provide more information, more control,

grids, evolving customer expectations,

and added value to customers.

and increasing emphasis on
conservation and renewable energy,
efficient and effective operations that
enhance the customer experience
have never been more important
to Hydro ottawa.

distribution system more quickly, and to

a focus on productivity and leveraging
innovation and technology to improve
efficiency and enhance service is a
commitment we will continue over the
course of this plan. our approach will
include listening to our customers to

Since 2007, Hydro ottawa has set

identify opportunities for innovation,

and achieved annual productivity

reviewing our key work systems and
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processes with a view to simplifying
and improving interactions to make
it easier to do business with us, and
introducing new and innovative
solutions that respond to customer
needs and requirements.
as in the past, our technology decisions
in the future will be based on two simple
considerations: will they enhance service
to the customer, or create efficiencies
that will increase our competitiveness?
We will continue to invest in
technologies that meet these criteria,
and continue to integrate our existing
technology to maximize benefits for our
customers and our shareholder.
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4.4.4 cOrpOrate citizenship
as a community company that
delivers essential services to ottawa
residents — and whose predecessor
companies have done so for more than
100 years — contributing to the wellbeing of the community has always been
a part of Hydro ottawa’s core mandate.
it’s an integral part of our mission,
to create long-term value for our
shareholder, benefitting our customers
and the communities we serve.

governance; stakeholder engagement;
environmental sustainability; and
investing in our community.

Corporate>governance
Hydro ottawa has long recognized
that good corporate governance
is the glue that holds together
responsible business practices. By
making governance a core focus over
the past several years, Hydro ottawa
has established leading governance
practices for a company of its size and

out of this mandate, a commitment to

mandate, and adheres to high standards

fulfill our governance, environmental and

of integrity, transparency and disclosure.

social responsibilities as a company has
naturally evolved. this is a commitment
we will continue to enhance over the
course of this plan.
this approach is not only true to our

We will continue to ensure that this
is the case, by regularly assessing
emerging best practices, and comparing
ourselves to the best-governed private
and public sector organizations.

roots as a company; it enhances our
corporate performance as well. as
leading companies have come to realize,
good corporate citizenship can and does
drive growth in value, as stakeholder
trust creates new opportunities,
reassures regulators, increases customer
loyalty, and attracts good business
partners and talented employees.
to deliver on our commitment, we will
continue to emphasize fours aspects
of good corporate citizenship: good
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stakeholder>engagement
We also recognize that maintaining
the trust and confidence of our
stakeholders is essential to the
company’s performance. We are
committed to taking into account
the concerns and interests of all our
stakeholders including employees,
customers, suppliers, our shareholder
and the communities and environment
in which we operate, and have
entrenched our pledges to them as
guiding principles to this strategic
direction. We will continue to operate
with the interests of these groups in
mind, and will actively encourage their
participation in shaping the future
of the company. our emphasis will
be on increasing our understanding
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of stakeholder requirements and
perceptions, and timely, accurate, and
transparent disclosure mechanisms
and communication.

environmental>sustainability
Hydro ottawa is already making
an important contribution to
environmental sustainability by
generating renewable energy
and actively promoting energy
conservation. equally important,
though, is the need to continuously
reduce the impact of our own
operations on the environment
through the use of “green” technology,
resource-conserving activities and
practices, and other means. this has
been an increasing focus for Hydro

Community>investment
our company has a proud tradition
of contributing to quality of life in our
community, be it through our united
Way campaigns that have raised over
one million dollars since the company
was formed over eleven years ago,
our electricity safety and conservation
presentations that have educated
over 100,000 children and youth, our
continuing efforts to help mitigate the
impact of energy costs for those in
need, and the volunteer contributions
of our employees that have benefitted
many community initiatives. these
efforts will continue and grow as part
of our community investment program
going forward.

ottawa in recent years through our
environmental Sustainability Strategy,
and will continue to be a key goal over
the course of the current plan.
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creating
long-term
value for our
shareholder
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5. financial outlook
5.1 Financial OutlOOk

this Financial outlook presents high-level projections for Hydro ottawa’s
revenues, expenses and major capital expenditures that support the
company’s business lines, and the key assumptions and risks that
underlie these projections.

all financial data presented in the

Hydro ottawa’s objective is to continue

Financial outlook is in accordance

to provide efficient, reliable electricity

with modified international reporting

distribution services to our customers

Standards (miFrS). in January 2006,

at a competitive cost, and to generate

the canadian accounting Standards

electricity from renewable resources,

Board announced the decision to replace

while creating sustainable growth in

canadian generally accepted accounting
Principles (cgaaP) with iFrS. as a
government Business enterprise, Hydro
ottawa is required to convert to iFrS.
Hydro ottawa has adopted modified
iFrS as the reporting standard, where the
modification is to recognize regulatory
assets and liabilities as incurred and

our business and our earnings. We
will achieve this by continuing to
invest in our core distribution assets,
improving productivity across all of
our businesses, and pursuing business
growth opportunities that leverage
our strengths. our main indicator of

as approved by the ontario energy

financial performance is our ability

Board (oeB). Hydro ottawa had a cost

to create value for Hydro ottawa’s

of service electricity distribution rate

sole shareholder, the city of ottawa,

application approved on this basis for

including dividends and growth in the

rates effective January 1, 2012.

company’s equity.
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Historically, Hydro ottawa has achieved solid financial results,
with growth in net income and shareholder equity. Since the
introduction of a dividend policy in 2004, the company has
delivered $121.3 million to its shareholder.
the financial projections outlined in this five-year Financial
Outlook continue this trend of solid performance, with annual
net income from current operations in the range of $26 to
$31 million per annum, and projected dividends totalling
$90 million by 2016.
When growth in equity and dividends are combined, the plan
is expected to generate $150 million in shareholder value over
the five-year period. this projection significantly exceeds that
of the previous 2008–2012 Strategic Direction and Financial
Outlook, where shareholder value was projected to increase
by $117 million.
revenue and cost projections are derived from
analysis of current and future economic trends, the
regulatory environment, and capital investments required
to maintain and upgrade our electricity distribution
and generation infrastructure.
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5.1.1 reVenue prOjectiOns
Hydro ottawa’s total revenues are
projected to grow moderately over
the period of the Financial outlook,
due largely to projected customer
growth in our regulated business, and
growth in generation and other nondistribution revenues.

impact of the distribution rate application
approved on December 28, 2011.
Distribution revenues beyond 2012
assume only a modest annual increase
of 1.5 percent per annum arising from
the oeB 3rd generation incentive rate
making (3girm) mechanism, which
adjusts rates annually based upon an
inflationary index minus a productivity

the largest component in Hydro ottawa’s

improvement factor. For the period

forecast of total revenues is the cost

2009 to 2011, 3girm rate increases have

of power recovered from the customer

been 1.18 percent, 0.18 percent, and

through provincially established rates.

0.18 percent respectively. the assumption

the cost of power is a flow-through

of 1.5 percent per annum also factors in

amount, which poses limited risk to Hydro

organic growth in customers within

ottawa’s financial performance either

the service territory.

positively or negatively.
this moderate inflationary adjustment
Hydro ottawa’s electricity distribution

is assumed through 2015, while full

revenue — the portion of revenues that

re-basing of electricity distribution

is collected from electricity customers

rates is assumed again for 2016,

and retained by Hydro ottawa — makes

in accordance with current oeB

up only 20 percent of a typical

procedures for rate re-basing.

residential customer’s electricity bill,
with the balance being commodity
charges and provincially regulated
transmission charges, wholesale market
charges, debt retirement charges, and
harmonized sales tax.

electricity generation revenue from
the chaudière Falls generation stations
on the ottawa river are based on
production assumptions derived from
40 years of historic water levels, and
pricing in accordance with a 20 year

electricity distribution revenues in 2012

Heritage contract Pricing agreement

retained by Hydro ottawa reflect the

secured in april 2010.
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the energy Services business line assumes the continuation
and expansion of the existing business model and annual
revenue growth.
the five-year revenue profile for Hydro ottawa, excluding
flow-through revenue, is as indicated in the chart below.

REVENUE > $ MILLIONS

5.1.2 cOst driVers
Similar to its total revenues, Hydro ottawa’s largest
component of operating expense is the cost of power
purchased from the provincial grid, which will fluctuate based
on the commodity price for electricity. this cost is designed
by the oeB to be fully recoverable through the commodity
rates charged to the customer. in the absence of regulatory
change, there is limited risk to Hydro ottawa’s financial
performance from the cost of power. risk arises from Hydro
ottawa limited’s full responsibility for bad debts, and cash
flow impacts from commodity rate increases, as the cost
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of power is the single largest monthly

that rate with a growing customer base

expenditure of the company.

and a primarily unionized labour force is

operating,>maintenance>>
and>administration>Costs
the most significant cost directly
controllable by management is

a challenge. even with cost control and
productivity improvement, om&a costs
escalate faster than revenue in years
between rate rebasing.

operating, maintenance and

the 2012 projection reflects cost control

administration (om&a) expenses. this

in accordance with the oeB decision

includes internal labour costs, materials,

on the 2012 rate application. Hydro

and external service contracts.

ottawa’s 2012 om&a level reflects
an annual increase of 2.5 percent per
annum since the previous rate re-basing
in 2008. this reflects controlled om&a
growth, while ensuring that all strategic
priorities are advanced within this
funding envelope.
Hydro ottawa achieves annual
productivity improvements to enhance
financial performance and contain
costs. this practice will be continued
throughout the period of the plan.
Productivity improvements are a must to

OPERATING, MAINTENANCE AND
ADMINISTRATION EXPENSES > $ MILLIONS

partially offset the rising cost of labour,
materials, and external service contracts
integral to our business.

a key financial challenge for Hydro ottawa
is that as noted above, under the current

Capital>expenditures

3rd generation incentive rate making

another significant cost driver for

mechanism, the largest revenue source

Hydro ottawa is the capital expenditure

is projected to inflate by 1.5 percent

program required for the maintenance

per annum on average through 2015.

and enhancement of infrastructure.

curtailing annual spending increases to

Hydro ottawa’s electricity distribution
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and generation reliability is contingent upon life-cycle
investment programs accelerating in the coming years.
the regulated distribution business will incur the majority
of capital expenditures, as we continue to invest to sustain
the reliability of the distribution system. Programs include
station and distribution system rehabilitation and upgrades,
and expansion of sub-stations to accommodate customer
growth and provide sufficient capacity for emergency and
peak load situations.
While the majority of capital investment is attributable to
ensuring the ongoing reliability and replacement of aging
infrastructure, additional investments are necessary for the
upgrade of the customer care and Billing System in order to
respond to increasing market and regulatory changes, and for
expansion and changes to third party electrical infrastructure.
Hydro ottawa will also be a key strategic partner in the city’s
light rail project (lrt) over the period of this financial plan,
as critical capital investments are required to ensure the
operation and the reliability of the system.

SUSTAINMENT OF
INFRASTRUCTURE

THIRD PARTY WORK
INCLUDING LRT

OTHER

GROSS CAPITAL EXPENDITURES > $ MILLIONS
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capital investment plans are in line with

in summary, with the rate rebasing

those presented to the oeB as part of

approved for 2012, Hydro ottawa’s

the approved 2012 electricity distribution

electricity distribution operations

rate application, and are consistent with
the needs identified in Hydro ottawa’s
asset management Plan.
Hydro ottawa’s amortization expense
and financing charges are reflective of

are appropriately funded. over the
subsequent years, in the absence of
new opportunities, electricity revenue
growth is not projected to keep
pace with cost increases arising from
customer growth and contractual and
inflationary pressures. With cost control

the capital investment described above,

and productivity improvements in place,

and as a result are projected to increase

current operations are projected to

over the period.

generate $140 million in net income.

revenues>and>expenses>—>Financial>projections

Financial OutlOOk
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Power recovery

693

725

763

803

845

Distribution and other revenues

193

197

200

204

219

885

922

963

1007

1064

Purchased Power

693

725

763

803

845

operating, maintenance & administration

106

110

112

115

118

798

835

875

918

963

eBitDa

87

88

88

89

101

amortization, interest, taxes

59

60

61

63

70

net income from current operations

28

28

27

26

31

consolidated Statement of income ($ millions)

revenues

expenses
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5.1.3 grOwth in business
and earnings
Hydro ottawa is committed to expanding existing business
lines and growing earnings beyond the projections arising
from current operations. Hydro ottawa will continue to
pursue business growth opportunities that will leverage its
operational and financial strengths, and increase shareholder
value, as follows:
i)> business>DeVelopment> expanding>the>electricity>
distribution>business>beyond>its>current>service>territory,>
expanding>hydroelectric>and>other>renewable>generation>
capacity,>and>diversification>of>business>lines>with>a>focus>>
on>compatible,>low>risk>opportunities>that>offer>stable>
long-term>returns.>
For>example,>in>accordance>with>the>shareholder>Declaration>
issued>by>ottawa>City>Council,>hydro>ottawa>continues>to>>
pursue>the>objective>of>having>all>electricity>customers>within>
>the>City>of>ottawa>receive>electricity>distribution>services>
from>its>local>Distribution>Company.>in>addition,>strategic>
partnerships>with>the>City>of>ottawa>are>under>review,>to>>
ensure>common>services>are>provided>in>the>most>efficient>>
and>effective>manner>for>the>ratepayer.>
ii)> regulatory>moDel>reVieW> For>the>subsequent>three>years>
of>the>plan>in>which>no>cost-of-service>application>is>expected>
to>be>filed,>adjustments>to>distribution>rates>under>3girm>may>
be>permitted>for>incremental>capital>costs>above>a>prescribed>
threshold,>which>may>be>attained>as>hydro>ottawa>is>required>
to>invest>in>replacement>and>expansion>of>aging>infrastructure.>
in>addition,>hydro>ottawa>will>continue>to>monitor>and>influence>
the>renewed>regulatory>Framework>for>electricity>proceeding>
underway>at>the>ontario>energy>board.
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iii)>ConserVation>anD>DemanD>
management>program>
inCentiVes> the>current>contract>
with>the>ontario>power>authority>has>

Business development initiatives may
require additional capital investment
over the period of the Financial outlook.

prescribed>very>aggressive>conservation>

it is anticipated that any new financing

targets>for>the>period>2011-2014.>to>the>

requirements can be met through

extent>hydro>ottawa>can>exceed>these>
targets>by>promoting>and>empowering>

unused capacity in existing credit

conservation>in>local>customers,>

facilities or project financing, and will

financial>incentives>may>be>achieved>

not compromise the sustainment of

beyond>those>assumed>in>the>current>

existing electricity distribution and

financial>projections.>

generation infrastructure.

as noted above, current business
operations are projected to generate

5.2 risks and uncertainties

$140 million in net income over the

the ability to manage and mitigate risk,

five-year plan. Business growth

to maintain flexibility, and to respond

opportunities should add as much

effectively to changes in our business

as $10 million over the period, for a

environment will be critical to Hydro

combined net income projection of

ottawa’s continued success.

$150 million, and resulting dividends
of $90 million. returns on growth
are expected to be realized primarily
in the outer years of the plan, while
investments will take place throughout.

While we are confident in our
assessment of Hydro ottawa’s business
environment as a whole, future
events may differ significantly from
what we expect. Some of our
assumptions may prove unwarranted,
subsequent events will change the
complexion of current trends, and not
all opportunities currently envisaged
will turn out to be viable.

GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES

our enterprise risk management (erm)
CURRENT OPERATIONS

system establishes the infrastructure
to allow us to predict and respond to
risks and opportunities impacting our

ANNUAL NET INCOME > $ MILLIONS
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Strategic Direction and business activities, and to do so in an
effective, consistent and integrated manner. our three-year
Business Planning cycle, with annual updates, also enables
continuous review of assumptions and the state of the
market in which we operate.
Some of the key factors that could adversely impact the
achievement of the projected results outlined above include
the following.

policy>and>regulatory>environment
Hydro ottawa’s largest businesses operate in a regulated
environment. our business performance could be adversely
affected by significant policy and regulatory changes,
including but not limited to changes in rate regulation,
policies relating to the production and procurement of
renewable and clean energy, conservation and demand
management, the consolidation of electrical utilities,
restrictions on utility service provision, or changes to
license requirements.
the oeB approves local electricity distribution rates based
on projected consumption levels. if actual experience
varies from the projections, Hydro ottawa’s net income
will be affected.
Provincial conservation Demand management programs
call for a 1,330 megawatt reduction in ontario’s peak
electricity demand and 6,000 gigawatt hours of reduced
electricity consumption by 2014. the oeB has recognized
the need to compensate for such lost revenue, but there is
no certainty that such compensation will be sufficient to
cover all lost revenue.
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Should adverse regulatory decisions

from 2015 forward by $1.25 million per

impact revenues or costs by as little as 1

year. a 1 percent reduction in electricity

percent, a reduction of over $1.5 million

use creates a risk of over $1 million

per year in net income could result.

per year in loss of revenue and net

Weather

income, unless there is a corresponding

Severe weather can significantly impact
financial results. Storms increase
maintenance costs to repair or replace
damaged equipment and infrastructure
needed to ensure the reliability of the

reduction in expenses, which may not
be feasible in a sector heavily driven
by fixed costs. a 1 percent reduction in
customer growth creates a risk of over
$0.5 million per year.

electricity distribution system. Weather

Dependence>on>partners

fluctuations also influence distribution

the growth opportunities identified in

revenues, which tend to increase with

the strategic plan may depend upon

severe weather and decrease with

the presence of willing partners, and/or

moderate weather, and renewable energy

partners that perform to expectations. an

production, which depends upon factors

absence of willing merger or acquisition

such as water flows (hydroelectric).

partners, or of municipalities willing to

economy

partner on utility service delivery, could

the state of the local, provincial,
and national economy could have a
significant impact on Hydro ottawa’s
business performance, through

negatively impact Hydro ottawa’s ability
to deliver on its financial objectives, as
could the underperformance of key
business partners.

factors such as interest rates, inflation,

labour>Force>Demographics

customer credit conditions, and

an inability to recruit and retain a

weakening demand for electricity and/

sufficient number of skilled employees

or value-added services. net income

could negatively impact Hydro ottawa’s

risk arising from uncertain economic

ability to deliver on the objectives

conditions comes in many forms. a

set out in the strategic plan. current

change of 0.5 percent on long-term

workforce demographics across the

interest rates could impact the plan

electricity sector present an emerging
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risk that must be managed, particularly in the trades, as
retirements are outpacing new entrants to the workforce.
apprentice training and succession planning programs are
underway to mitigate this risk.

technology>infrastructure
Hydro ottawa’s business performance is dependent upon
complex technology systems, including administrative
information technology, customer care and billing information
systems, advanced metering, and operational technologies.
the failure of one or more of these key systems, or a failure of
the company to plan effectively for future technology needs
or transition effectively to technology systems such as the
provincial meter Data management and repository system
could adversely impact the company’s business performance.
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5.3 cOnclusiOn
Subject to the risks and uncertainties
presented in this document, Hydro
ottawa will continue to provide efficient,
reliable electricity distribution services
to customers at a competitive cost,
generate power from renewable sources,
and provide energy services and
conservation expertise while maintaining

the company continues to actively
pursue opportunities for expansion
in non-regulated business lines in
accordance with the endorsed strategy,
as evidenced by the commencement
of construction of a second landfill gas
collection and utilization system by its
newly formed joint venture: moose
creek energy lP.

sustainable earnings. the company will

Despite the financial challenges and

achieve this by continuing to invest

risks noted, Hydro ottawa will generate

in core distribution assets, improving

significantly greater shareholder value

productivity, and pursuing business

than the previous five-year plan.

growth opportunities that leverage
corporate strengths.
With the successful approval of the 2012
electricity Distribution rate application
by the oeB on December 28, 2011,
the company’s regulated subsidiary is
well positioned for 2012, but faces the
financial challenge of cost increases
that are projected to outpace organic
revenue growth.
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monitoring
progress
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6. governance
and reporting
accountability for the effective operation of the corporation and its
subsidiaries rests with an eleven member Board of Directors, which provides
direction to the corporation on behalf of the shareholder, the city of ottawa.
the Board provides leadership for the company within a framework of
effective controls that enables risks to be assessed and managed, and is
responsible for supervising the management of the business and affairs
of the company and its subsidiaries.

in carrying out its oversight function,

in a Shareholder Declaration issued by

the Board of Directors is guided by

the Hydro ottawa Holding inc. Board

a Shareholder Declaration issued by

of Directors.

ottawa city council and revised from
time to time.

on a day-to-day basis, the corporation
is led by an executive management

in 2006, a separate Board of Directors

team, comprising the corporation’s

was established to oversee the

President and chief executive officer,

operations of Hydro ottawa limited,

the chief Financial officer and the

in accordance with the affiliate

senior executives of the subsidiaries

relationships code for electricity

and critical function areas. this team

Distributors and transmitters issued by

oversees the alignment of business

the ontario energy Board. the powers

practices and strategies with the

and functions of that Board are set out

goals of the corporation, and drives
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performance by managing risks and opportunities.
the executive management team is accountable to the
corporation’s Board of Directors through the President and
chief executive officer.
the Board will monitor progress against the strategic plan
on a quarterly basis and make adjustments as required by
changing circumstances. the corporation will report on
progress annually to the Shareholder, at the time of the
annual general meeting. a summary of the corporation’s
financial results is provided to the shareholder on a quarterly
basis through the city manager.
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Quality in a service or product is not what you put into it. it is what the customer gets out of
it. good service is good business. it’s not the employer who pays the wages. employers
handle the money. it is the customer who pays the wages. it is not the strongest of the
species that survives, nor the most intelligent, but the one most responsive to change. if
you do build a great experience, customers tell each other about that. Word of mouth is very
powerful. the more you engage with customers the clearer things become and the easier
it is to determine what you should be doing. Know what your customers want most and
what your company does best. Focus on where those two meet. customer service is not a
department, it’s everyone’s job. a customer is the most important visitor on our premises,
he is not dependent on us. We are dependent on him. He is not an interruption in our work.
He is the purpose of it. He is not an outsider in our business. He is part of it. We are not
doing him a favour by serving him. He is doing us a favour by giving us an opportunity to do
so. the most important adage and the only adage is, the customer comes first, whatever
the business, the customer comes first. Quality in a service or product is not what you put
into it. it is what the customer gets out of it. good service is good business. it’s not the
employer who pays the wages. employers handle the money. it is the customer who pays
the wages. it is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent,
but the one most responsive to change. if you do build a great experience, customers
tell each other about that. Word of mouth is very powerful. the more you engage with
customers the clearer things become and the easier it is to determine what you should be
doing. Know what your customers want most and what your company does best. Focus
on where those two meet. customer service is not a department, it’s everyone’s job. a
customer is the most important visitor on our premises, he is not dependent on us. We are
dependent on him. He is not an interruption in our work. He is the purpose of it. He is not
an outsider in our business. He is part of it. We are not doing him a favour by serving him.
He is doing us a favour by giving us an opportunity to do so. the most important adage
and the only adage is, the customer comes first, whatever the business, the customer
comes first. Quality in a service or product is not what you put into it. it is what the
customer gets out of it. good service is good business. it’s not the employer who pays
the wages. employers handle the money. it is the customer who pays the wages. it is
not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent, but the one most
responsive to change. if you do build a great experience, customers tell each other about
that. Word of mouth is very powerful. the more you engage with customers the clearer
things become and the easier it is to determine what you should be doing. Know what
your customers want most and what your company does best. Focus on where those
two meet. customer service is not a department, it’s everyone’s job. a customer is the
most important visitor on our premises, he is not dependent on us. We are dependent on
him. He is not an interruption in our work. He is the purpose of it. He is not an outsider in
our business. He is part of it. We are not doing him a favour by serving him. He is doing
us a favour by giving us an opportunity to do so. the most important adage and the
only adage is, the customer comes first, whatever the business, the customer comes first.
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